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ON TEACHING OEDIPUS RE1X

A COMPROMISE INTERPRETATION

Dr. James J. Pallante
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The beginnings of Greek history are vague. It'is hard

to decide when

a high degree

reek-histdry began and when it ended, since

civilization was, attained by Greek-speaking

people before the time of Homer, and continued for half a
1

millennium after the loss of political indepencence. Swiss ,)

historian, Jacob Burckhardt, views the problem philosphically,,
2

All beginnings are lost in obscurity... n 'searching the

literature for material on Sophocles and his works, the words

of these 'historians become haunting. One finds that although

certain biographical informatiot available, SOphocles,'

the .thank, is 'not greatly revealed other than through his works,

'wh'ich unfortunately were'not totally preserved. Time has

caused much to be qst. Perhaps these limitations of

.resource material account for the widely divergent views

offered by scholars interpreting his works. Perhaps the

works themselves are the source for the dlisagreement. Cedric

Hubbell Whitman offers the following:

Sophocles was an artist who hid his meanings under
a glossy,.and'almost impenetrable surface of sim:
plicity. Like Dante and Goeth, he could wear the
mask of orthodoxy; like Mozart,' he could veil his
human intensity in formal grace and 'refined
brilliance. teside his contemporaryl Euripides,
he has often seemed stiff and remote. Yet the
most discriminati.ng readers have always felt his
inner fire, an since the fifth century B.C..,
scholars and men of letters' have used all their
philology and intuition to piexce hiS baffling
exterior:A

if his surviving work, it is generally agreed that thet
y
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greatest is Oedipus Rex. On this Work boo one finds widely

divergent, and reasonably convincing, arguments. On'one

2

side of the argument we,find that Sophocles was urging man

.to humility and piety in the face of irrationally evil gods;

and on the other side we hear that morality was not a serious

question for Sophocles in thiS play. C. M. Bowra speaks for

the moralists: The central idea of a Sophoclean tragedy is

that through suffering a- man learns to be modest before the
4

,gods... When '(the characters) are finally foiced to see the

truth, we know that tht gods have prevailed and that men must

accept their own insignificance.'

The opposite view is, expressed by A. J.A. Waldock':
.

We know little of Sophocles' religion. When
we sum up what we know of his beliefs we find
.them meagre in number and depressingly common-
place in quality.... He believed that there
are ups and downs in fortune, and that men, are
never secure.... There is religion'in '!Oedipus
Tyrannus,".. but it is not all crucial in the
'drama. There is no meaning in the-"Oedipus
Tyrrplus." There is merely the terror of
coincidence, and then, at the end of it all,
our impress' -an of man's power to suffer, and
of his ireatnebs because of his power.S

A compromise-position .may be that morality was not the

primary question heilfg rai'Sed in Oedipus, nor was Sophocles

urging man to humility and piety,,altHough that notion can

.betendorsedAn a negative way. Sophocles was in Oedipus

Rex In-imarilY interestedin the insufficiency of human

1

J
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knowledge.

Any,discussion of a 5th century Greek view of morality,

humility, or piety would be incomplet without relating it to

their evepresent god's and their .role in Destiny. The Greek

view embraces the same illogicality as the Christian view --

divine foreknowledge and human free will existing together.

As in

\

Oedipus, the foreknowledge of Oedipus' actions

possessed by the go.ds does not detract from the independence'
i .

, ,

.

of Oedipus' actions.in, the play, since it does not affect

the decisions which produce the catastrophe. But this fore-
--

knowledge, made objective in the form of a prophecy, does

affect --J1- actions of Oedipus before the play begins.6 This

.st ment about the play may serve to illustrate the point

that the Greek view does not, in this case, exclude free

human,action.. TheNpTophecy allows for the independent action

o Oedipus, which, of course,, fulfills it. This Greek view

Destiny is explained in,broader terms by Karl -Reinha.rdt,

For Sophocles, as for the Greeks of. an older time, fate in
.

.

.general is never a determinism but rather a' spontaneous

develoPment'of the power of the daemonic,evn When it is

prophesjed and even when-it is fulfilled through an order

imminent in what happens in the woild's course.
7 It would

be a mistake, however, to underestimate the influence of gods

in Oedipus. Samuel JOhnson conceded their influence in the

play as follows: .,That his,(0edipus) crimes and punishment
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till seem disproportionate is not to be imputed as a fault

to Sophocles, who proceeded only on the ancient and popular

notion of Destiny; which we know to have been the basis of

Pagan theology.
8

That the Greeks themselves had fear for the workings of

fate may be evidenced by the opening lines of SoPhoclesi-

Trachine, which he also used to close his Oedipus Rex.

Look up on that last day always._ Count no mortal
happy till he has passed the final limit of his life
secure from pain.9

Thus, a summary view of the Greek notion of Destiny'would

a

reveal a subtle interplay of the human and the divine ever

moving toward fa future seen by the gods, but not really

determined by them, and of which the Greeks were sometimes

feaAul.

Oedipus is a curious mixture of a contemporary Greek

ruler, yet a man apart from his time 2-- a man subordinate to

the will of the' gods, yet in sptflict with them. At one

,

glanco we see Oedipus standing firm, a willof icon, Moving

yhis own direction's. Another Niew will see him cruelly

punished, yet .of querstionahle guilt. lie can find the -same
elt

.
..

.

kinds, of curious mixtures in "The Theban Legend,'
..,

-
.

S

. source for the Oedipus Rex. The force ,of -the 'legend is a
, ok,

,

.

combination of god and human.will asit relates tO god:and

,la IThe very

.

human knowledge. These, ingredients are, basic also to the
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play. ,But; in the play Spf)hocles very' carefully arranged the

material of the myth in such a way as to exclude the external

factors in-the life Of Oedipus from the action of the play;

which is not Oedipus`' fulfillment of the prophecy, but his

discovery that he has already fulfilled it.

The tragic hero of the play is a man of several dimensions

Perhaps his most striking charatteris,tie is his passion for

truth (knowledge). It is such a passion that leads him to

the discover of his own identity which is, of course, his

catastrophe. From .the'beginning, when the FITiest requests

Oedipus to seek an answer for the blight on the city, we find

that Oedipus had already-sent Creon to Ap011o in hisPythisn

temple.

OEDIPUS: You have not aroused me like a man from sleep; know
that I have given many tears gathis, gone many ways
wandering in thought, but as I thought I found only
one remedy and that I.-.took... . 69

-Later, when Creon gives him the message from King Phoebus', after

sever/. questions to Creon about the command,' Oedipui accepts

the task Of flilding the murderer( of Laius with some conviction:

OEDIPUS: I will bring thisto light'agdin... 133

We later see,, in his e;:change with Teiresias the prophet, that

Oedipus is angered by delaY.in the information he -seeks.

TEIRESIAS: I will say nothing further.
Against this'answer let yo'ur temper rage
as wildly as you will..

OEDIPUS: Indeed I am
so angry `I.shall not hold back a jot
of what I th'nk...

(f-

347
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Perhaps this exchange can set the example for another aspect

of Oedipus'the man -- his impulsive intellect. Also, after

he has angered Teiresias into tellini him that he (Oedipus) is

the plague on the land and the murderer of the King, his. mind.

rejects the idea anhe 'immediately suspects that Creon has

made a plot against him.

OEDIPUS: Was this your own design or Creon's? 379

The matter of his integrity pervades the story-line and nourishes

the plot. He lived by his decree, sought the truth, always,

and accepted the tragic consequences even unto himself. He

continually chooses action instead of safety.

There would seem some merit in descring Oedipus the man,

to mentioning how his subj,ects-viewed,him. Wer-e they riespectful

and honorable toward their king? The lines spoken by the

priest in the beginning of the play would seem to indicate that

the people viewed him as a great King and more.

PRIEST: We have not come as suppliants to this altar
because we thought of you as a God, but
rather judging you the firsteof men'in all
chances of this life and when we mortals
have to do with more than man. 34

In our digcussion'of the play we will seek to allow the

possibility that fate (the gods, etc.).was responsible for

Oedipus' undoing; in Wbieh case, human knowledge (reason)

could 'have had little effect on the outcome. We will allow too
. .

an opposing view, thatiOedipus was himself responsible for his

fate, also in which case his knowledge (reason) was insufficient

8
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for him to avoid suffering.

already mentioned the source for Oedipus is "The.

Theban Legend." We find in the legend a series of prophecies

by the gods, and a series of human reactions which attempt to

'thwart the prophecy. This is never really successfully done.

As Watling explains the legend, 4But still the word oT Apollo

-- and human compassion -- prevailed."
11 So from the very

beginning, we lind no way to avoid what the gods prophesize,
.

h,$-and they did- predict the fate -of Oedipus.

Moreover, the lingering religious attitude of blood-for-7

blood law would seem to make Oedipus' escape from punishment

out of the question. In. the words of C. H. Whitman:

41

...it might be urged that Oedipus' crimes are

more in the religious than purely legal or
moral centax, and that thereforewhatever his
motivating intention, Oedipus himself is just

as "hateful to the gods' -- in the eyes, at
least, of the ancient chthonian religion,

with its blood-for-bloo'd law,..defended and

exalted by daemonic hosts of Furies, with their,
attendant spirits, the Alasto-ve's and Miastures.'2

Even the plague which causes Oedipus to begin his search for

truth is the' will of the
4

gods. The chorus refers to the god

responsible for the plague in line 215.

Another consideration is.the Greek "hamartia" theory

(tragic flaw), which again finds Oedipus punished through no

fault of his own,'but rather for a flaw in.himself supplied

by fate or chance.

These yoints, plus the Greek,view of Destiny, would seem

4 to suggest ghat th% gods (fate) had decided from the legend
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'through the play that their prophecy would be fulfilled; in

which case Oedipus' frantic search for truth, his honesty in,

motive, and his innocent will, possession of, huTan knowledge

`(reason) could not really change anything.

The argumen't which holds that Oedipus is,responsible

for his own destiny is personally. more 'appealing, yet more

difficult to understand. For,although one can interpret

Sophocles' play a number of ways, no one way that makes

sensecompletely excludes the seemingly ever-present Greek

view of Destiny -- which can have reduced roles of importance

but not be excluded. One ,can, however, minimize the influence

of the supernatural by poin,iing out t'liat Oedipus forced and

.pulled the knowledge from.the past that led to, his downTall.

His efforts were vigorous and fruitful. Eveneat these points

when he was not certain how friendly certain information

would be to him personally, he had to know. He could not be

moved or in.any way dissuaded. To him, knowledge was the

ultimate value. He had to know! And once knowing the truth

of his deeds,' lie loses confidence in the merits of reason

and declares after he has blinded himself;

OEDIPUS: ...Well, let my
fate go where it will.

1459

So he (Oedipus) sought truth (knowledge), and found that once

he had found it, he suffered the same fate as the Oedipus who

was led to his destiny by the Ods.
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Although as we have seen
i
it is4ossible to interpret

Sophocles' play more than one way'and that we can not find

consistent textual evidence that' Sophocles wished to hold

a

Oedipus guilty or not. Nor can'we conclude exactly how

Sophocles viewed the supernatural. However, I do get a strong

P=
feeling that .the possession of knowledge was in itself, for

Sophocles thieugh his irlay, quite meaningless, At least in'

terms of applying it to one's own fate for the purpose of

altering it. ifugan reason wasman exercise in futility. The

universe is ordered (Solehow) and things CsTill'be and happen

as they will. Human beings can Oserve, and even help -- as -

instruments within'that order -- but not_ really change.
s-

Oedipus, didn't know the truth, and the prophecy was growing

to its prediction. Oedipus later knew some of the facts and''

the prediction continued t9 grow- Oedipus 'ultimately learned '

the entire -truth and the prophecy was ftafilled. Nothing

ipus' acquisition of knowledge altered/
really chnged, and

nothing.<

.1
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